Independent customised home monitoring

Care Cohort™ Wellness Home Care uses an advanced interface that allows family members to keep abreast of elderly relatives who require partial or full daily monitoring. Flexible solutions enable monitoring parameters to be adapted to the needs of the resident, with the option of a self-monitored or professionally monitored service.

Key Features

- **EASILY INSTALLED CUSTOMISED FAMILY CARE**
  decide what is important for you to monitor

- **FLEXIBLE RULES ENGINE**
  set alerts according to the senior’s habits

- **FAMILY AND CAREGIVERS MONITORING APP**
  get a clear picture of resident’s daily activities

- **PROFESSIONAL MONITORING**
  highly scalable solution for home care providers

Flexible homecare monitoring for families
Care Cohort™ Wellness is an enhanced telecare services platform that offers a seamless health monitoring experience for seniors, allowing them to maintain their independent lifestyle for longer.

**Additional features:**

- Real time activity reports
- Activity index summarising daily activity
- Automatic alerts to indicate hazard and worsening health scenarios
- Simple do-it-yourself installation option

**ADD MORE VALUE TO CARE COHORT™ WELLNESS HOME CARE WITH:**

**SMART ALERTING**

A smart emergency response device with intelligent voice activation and pendant with long range fall detection.

A leader in the innovative use of technology that enables Aged Care providers to achieve higher revenues and efficiencies. Care Cohort™ is our flagship product.
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**CHECKED IN CARE**

_enabling aging in place_

**WINNER**

Australian Aged Care Awards  
Best Product for Ensuring Consumer Independence

**ITAC 2017**

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN AGE CARE